
THE FORESTER’S GARDEN
A Garden Ecosystem for All Seasons

Construction of the garden was started in 1971. The terraces in the rear garden were carved out of
an exposed outcrop of shale bedrock; hence the soil is not more than 10 cm thick, except for the top terrace
where five loads of soil were trucked in for a vegetable plot. 

Even with terracing, the steep banks were very unstable due to erosion by wind, drought, snow
melt and soil frost. In short, it was a miserable site even by the worst standards of urban development.

Initially, the focus was on seeding the lawns and cultivating herbaceous gardens. The lawns turned
out well, but the site was much too inhospitable for herbaceous plantscapes. In the meantime, the
collection of trees and shrubs was propagated from seed and/or cuttings in the tree nursery. In 1973 the
first tree seedling - 25 cm tall hybrid larch - was planted in the garden.  At 12.5 m tall (1999) it is the
tallest tree in the garden.

It is first and foremost a somewhat climate-controlled garden, especially to ameliorate the harsh
winter conditions. It is also a plant-collector’s garden derived mainly from seeds and cuttings collected
during extensive travels in Newfoundland and many foreign countries. As such, extraordinary care has
been taken in the design and maintenance of this cultivated ecosystem to allow it to accommodate roughly
500 species and varieties of woody plants to maintain a resemblance of beauty while prolonging survival
of many rare and unusual garden plants.

The garden is an educational tool primarily for foresters and arborists. Photographs taken
periodically illustrate the gardens’ evolution to demonstrate the dynamical changes that occur at many
time scales. In the growing season there are obvious changes every two weeks or so. Even, in the dead of
winter, the garden is anything but static. 

The gardens’ main attribute as an educational tool are: 

1 With a traditional shelterwood approach to improve microclimate by manipulating        
surface winds and snow fall and pack in an enormous range of species and plant forms    

2 Create a miniature arboretum by cultivating a broad range of trees and shrubs on the     
most abominable site  imaginable

3 Create a small wildlife ecosystem and avail of natural pest and weed control and   
natural nutrient   cycling techniques to virtually eliminate dependence on chemicals.

4 Create a miniature copsewood system to provide small specialty timbers for           
woodcarving

In other words, it is essentially a small example of the ecosystems approach to plantation forestry
in harsh environments on a micro-scale for which the basic principles and theory have been described
throughout this tome. 

The series of photos are explanatory in themselves and need no caption, except perhaps a caveat;

“Ye can judge a  forester by his garden”
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EVOLUTION OF A FORESTER’S GARDEN IN ST. JOHN’S

The Front Garden
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The West Garden
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The Middle Garden
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The East Garden


